
HEAT INTERFACE UNITS



All connections are bottom entry 
with union connection for easy 
installation.

The SLIM HIU is possibly the smallest and most efficient DHW 
generation unit on the market, using the latest electronic 
stepper motor controls to provide instataneous DHW.

A flow sensor allows the electronics to respond rapidly to 
changes in DHW flow rate, maintaining steady output 
temperatures with very little fluctuation.  

As with all the electronic range of HIUs, the SLIM provides two 
modes of operation that can be selected at commissoning - a 
Comfort Mode, where the unit keeps itself hot at all times 
ready for rapid DHW response, or an Economy Mode, where 
the unit goes cold after one hour of inactivity.   Anti-Legionella 
funtionality is also provided.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSSLIM Single Plate Electronic HIU, HW Only

DHW PrimaryCold

The twin wall DHW heat exchanger 
provides complete protection from 
cross contamination in the case of 
a plate failure, thereby meeting 
the most demanding European 
resgulations.  

The unit comes in an attractive EPP 
casing, with overall dimensions of 
only 240mm (W) x 420mm (H) x 
90mm (D), and remarkably low 
heat losses of less than 2W.

Suitable for primary temperatures 
up 120C, and pressures up to 16 
bar, with outputs up to 53kW.

As an optional extra the unit can be 
supplied with metal outer casing. 



All connections are bottom 
entry, with a first fix kit as 
an optional extra. The fixing 
kit spaces the unit 50mm 
from the wall to allow pipes 
to be run up the back.

The DIGI HIU uses the latest electronic stepper motor controls 
to provide both DHW and central heating.  Central heating is 
provided directly, with a Differential Pressure Valve fitted on 
the CH feed.

The twin wall DHW heat exchanger provides complete 
protection from cross contamination in the case of a plate 
failure, thereby meeting the most demanding European 
resgulations. 

The unit comes in an attractive EPP casing, with overall 
dimensions of only 570mm (W) x 390mm (H) x 170mm (D), 
and remarkably low heat losses of only 2W.

DHW
Central
Heating

Primary
Cold
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSDIGI Single Plate Electronic HIU, Direct CH



Designed to provide a range of hot water and 
central heating outputs, using two plate heat 
exchangers.  The DATA contains all the controls 
required for a typical property connected to a 
district network, including all the sealed central 
heating controls, and with a number of additional 
options such as hammer arrester, DP valve, and 
secondary return pump.

The DATA is encased in an attractive EPP moulded 
casing, with an optional steel cladding panel.  Heat 
losses are less than 5W, allowing the unit to 
remain hot for rapid DHW response with minimal 
drain on the primary supply. 

The DATA makes use of the latest 
electronic stepper motor control valves, 
that allow the unit to very accurately 
control primary flow rates, and control 
DHW temperatures far better than any 
mechanical system can.

Possibly the best feature of the DATA, 
and the one that gives it it's name, is 
the ability to connect to billing systems 
and the internet to enable a host of 
functions never before envisaged.

These fuctions include our patent 
pending technology for hot water 
priority, where HIUs can co-operate to 
significantly reduce peak district 
network loads.

Also, the ability to provide remote fault 
diagnosis and reporting, as well as 
remote commissioning.

In summary, the future has arrived.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSDATA Twin Plate Electronic HIU
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Systems optionally fitted with Industrial 
8-Port Managed Ethernet Switch, used for 
establishing robust network connections for billing 
systems.

Stepper Motor Valves are used for primary flow 
control, with an additional Solenoid Valve fitted 
for security functionality.

The ETHER HIU is the first of the new generation of HIUs, using electronic 
stepper motor controls. It is designed to deliver very low central heating 

loads under 5kW while maintaining low primary return temperatures. In 
addition the twin wall DHW heat exchanger provides complete protection 

from cross contamination in the case of a plate failure. 

The primary controls 
are encased in  
moulded EPP casing 
with only 2W heat 
losses
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSETHER Twin Plate Electronic HIU, with Ethernet

DHW HTG 3bar

Primary Cold



Feed and expansion is  
external, allowing the central 

heating circuit to be drained 
and refilled without the need 

to access the main HIU, which 
is security protected.

The SQUARE HIU uses the latest electronic stepper motor 
controls to provide both DHW and central heating, using two 
plate heat exchangers. 

Although capable of providing more, the central heating heat 
exchanger is designed to deliver very low central heating loads 
significantly under 5kW while maintaining very low primary 
return temperatures. In addition the twin wall DHW heat 
exchanger provides complete protection from cross 
contamination in the case of a plate failure, complying to the 
most stringent European regulations.

Overall dimensions are only 665mm (W) x 665mm (H) x 
310mm (D) with less than 2W standing heat losses.

HTG

Primary Cold

DHW

An attractive 
looking, 
functional, and 
extremely 
efficient HIU 
designed for the 
modern home.

Two levels of EPP moulded insulation, with the DHW circuit individually 
encased, result in heat losses under 2W, while maintaining heat in the unit for 

rapid DHW response.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSSQUARE Twin Plate Electronic HIU



For outputs of up to and over 100kW, with multiple options including DHW, multi-zone central heating, return temperature 
limitation, pumps of various sizes, heat meters, by-passes, and more. Perfect for boiler replacement or cluster installations.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSMASTER & MAJOR Customised HIUs

Dual Zone CH, High Output Pump, 
Unvented Kit & Instant DHW

Dual Zone CH & Instant DHW Single Zone CH, High Output 
Pump & Instant DHW

Dual Zone CH, HW Zone, & 
High Output Pump

Single Zone CH 
& HW Zone

Unvalved CH Feed 
& Direct Primary Feed

Electronic CH Control Valve Mechanical Return 
Temperature Limitation

MASTER & MAJOR
Casing



To satisfy the demand for higher 
outputs, the HIFLOW Modular HIUs 
provide for outputs from 125kW to 
1500kW, delivering a mix of hot 
water, high temperature heating and 
underfloor heating.

Each module provides for heat 
transfer between one circuit and 
another, be it from or to, primary 
water, stored water, or domestic 
water, and can be mixed and matched 
to deliver a specific set of heat 
transfer requirements from a single 
set.

The modular nature of the system 
provides a number of advantages, 
including high levels of redundancy in 
the case of a single unit failure, easier 
handling, and less expensive spare 
parts. 

Each module runs using its own 
embedded electronics, connecting to 
each other via WiFi or Ethernet. The 
modules co-operate to achieve the 
desired loads, rotating their operation 
as they go.

At low loads the number of modules 
used reduces to range-rate 
automatically, ensuring efficient 
turbulent heat exchange across the 
full range of outputs.

Modules are optionally supplied on 
frame with manifolds for easy 
connection to services.

Another unique feature (patent 
pending) is the ability to draw from 
more than one heat source - a high 
temperature supply, and a lower 
temperature supply. This allows the 
efficient combination of heat pumps, 
CHP, and boilers to deliver loads at 
various temperatures while 
maintaining the efficient operation of 
each heat source.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSHIFLOW Modular Commercial HIU



There are always circumstances 
where stored heat is required in a 
property, be it to reduce load on the 
primary supplies, deliver exceptional 
hot water loading, or provide electric 
backup of hot water using an 
immersion heater.

The HEATBANK   PANDORA Thermal 
Store is a patented thermal store that 
has been used over many years in  
thousands of  properties.

Twin plate heat exchangers are used 
for connection to the primary source, 
and for delivery of mains pressure 
DHW.

Its unique feature is the lack of a 
discharge pipe from the system, for 
either hot water or heating, making 
the system perfect for high rise 
developments where the routing of 
discharges becomes challenging.

Electric backup can be used to drive 
both hot water and central heating. 

A big advantage of using stored heat 
and electric backup together, is it 
allows district networks to go cold for 
extended periods of time, 
significantly reducing network loads.  
It becomes possible to weather 
compensate district supplies, and to 
better manage the demand of high 
grade heat to improve boiler plant 
efficiencies. 

As with all the HEATBANK   Thermal 
Store range, numerous options are 
available to match specific contract 
requirements, including the use of 
multiple heat exchangers to deliver  
high outputs or independent loads, 
heat metering, intelligent control, and 
storage sizes from 60 litres up to 500 
litres.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSHEATBANK PANDORA    Thermal Store
R

R
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Moulded EPP Insulation
One way to reduce the rate of heat loss, is to insulate. The 
range of Thermal Integration HIUs make use of highly 
engineered EPP (Expanded Polypropylene) moulded 
enclosures, that encase individual components, supporting 
assemblies, and preventing any heat bridging to the 
environment.  Heat losses of under 2W are available, making 
the drain on energy use less than 1 pence per day.

Probably the biggest problem with HIUs, and district heating in general, is the heat losses. In order to 
ensure that hot water is available without delay, all HIUs draw a trickle flow of hot water from the 
primary supply to overcome heat losses, and in nearly all cases this runs continuously. 

The implicaitions of this continuous heat loss is most keenly felt in properties fitted with pre-pay 
systems, where the user can find their remaining credit drain away needlessly, when the property is 
unoccupied.

The designers at Thermal Integration have focused a great deal of effort ensuring every possible step 
is taken to solve this key problem. 

Economy Mode
Another way to reduce losses is to allow the system to go 
cold when not in use.  The range of electronic HIUs provide 
an optional Economy Mode whereby the HIU will go cold 
after one hour of inactivity, significantly reducing energy 
consumption further. Sterilisation cycles ensure that the 
system is never left cold for extended periods, to prevent a 
build up of Legionella bacteria.

Advanced Heat Exchange
The final way to reduce heat losses, on the district system as 
a whole, is to run the network at lower temperatures, 
typically 65C flow and 35C return, with very low 
temperature drop accross the plates.  Multi-pass heat 
exchangers are used to ensure these types of temperature 
drops can be achieved, while maintaining turbulent flow 
across the range of outputs. 
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSSolving The Problem



To secure casings, and any bolted on 
components that one would like 
secured, we use a Bolt Security Cap.

Bolts are inserted through the lower 
part of the security cap assembly, and 
screwed into position.

The upper part is then pushed into the 
lower part until it locks, at which point 
the cap cannot be removed, and the 
screw head cannot be accessed.

Components such as heat meters and 
security valves require security 
measures to be fitted to the pipework 
connections, to prevent their removal 
from the system without trace.

The Meter Security Clips come in 
various sizes and provide a permanent 
security fixing that prevents access to 
connections without breaking the seal 
permanently.

 

To simplify the process of securing bolts and access points on HIUs, we make use of unique 
moulded security clips and caps that once assembled, makes it impossible to access a bolt head or 
connection nut without breaking the cap.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTSHIU Security
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  Two years when commissioned by a Thermal Integration approved engineer
 

  
(subject to terms and conditions, from date of commissioning)

Warranty 


